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EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS

TO STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

IN THE PLANE WITH CONTINUOUS COEFFICIENTS

BY

J. YEH1

Abstract. Let B be a 2-parameter Brownian motion on R2+. Consider the non-

Markovian stochastic differential system in 2-parameter

dX(z) = a(z, X)dB(z) + ß(z, X) dz     for.' e R2+,

X(z) = í for;e3R2+,

X(z) = X(0) + f   a(S,X)dB(!) + [   ß(S,X)dt    SorzeR\,
JR. JR.

X(Q) = £,

where R. = [0, s] X [0, t] for z = (s, t) e R2+. An existence theorem for weak

solutions of the system is proved in this paper. Under the assumption that a and ß

satisfy a continuity condition and a growth condition and E[f6] < oo, it is shown

that there exist a 2-parameter stochastic process X and a 2-parameter Brownian

motion B on some probability space satisfying the stochastic integral equation

above, with A'(O) having the same probability distribution as ¡.

0. Introduction. Let a partial ordering be introduced in R2+ by defining z ^ z'

when í < s' and t < t' for z = (s, t) and z' = (s\ t') in R2+. We write z < z' when

s < s' and t < t'. Similarly we write z A z' for (s A s', t A t') and z V z' for

(s Vj',/v t'). We use the notations R2 and Rs, for [0, s] X [0, t] and the notation

(z, z'\ for (s, s'] X (t, t'] whenz < z'. Likewise we write [z, z') for [i, s') X [i, /')

and[z, z']for[¿, s'] X[t,t'].

Throughout this article, by a 2-parameter stochastic process on a probability space

(ñ, g, P) we mean a real valued function X on R2+x ß such that X(z, •) is 5/93(R)

measurable for every z g R2+. For such a process X we write X,, Xst, X(z) and

X(s, t) for AT(2, ■) when z = (5, t) e R2+. For z < z' we use the notation x((z, z'\)

for A"(s', t') - X(s, t') - X(s', t) + X(s, t). We write 9* = 0 when Xz = 0 for z in

the boundary 9R2+ of R2+.
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346 J. YEH

Let (ß, g, P\ g., z g R2+), or briefly (ß, g, F; gz), be a probability space with a

family (g,, z e R2+} of sub-a-fields of g satisfying the usual conditions. Consider

the stochastic differential equation of non-Markovian type in the plane

dX: = a(z, X) dB, + ß(z, X) dz,

i.e.,

*.., - *o, - Xgß + X0ß = /   atf, X) dBs + Í   ß(S, X) d£

for z = (s, f) g R2+, where B is an {g.}-Brownian motion on (ß, g, i>; g.) with

95 = 0 and dz denotes integration with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R2+. The

coefficients a and ß are real valued functions on R2+ X W, where W is the space of

all continuous real valued functions on R2+, satisfying certain measurability condi-

tions which imply that for each w g ß, a(z, X(-, &>)) and ß(z, X(-, w)) depend only

on that part of the sample function X( •, to) of X which precedes z in the sense of the

partial ordering of R2+.

In [18] we showed that under a Lipschitz condition on a and ß the solution of the

stochastic differential equation, if it exists, is pathwise unique. We showed also that

if a and ß satisfy, in addition to the Lipschitz condition, a certain order of growth

condition (see condition (C2) in §1), then for every {gz}-adapted 2-parameter

stochastic process Z defined on 9R2+ and having a locally bounded second moment

on 9 R2+ the stochastic differential equation has a strong solution whose restriction to

9 R2+ is equal to Z.

Let us now replace the Lipschitz condition in [18] by a continuity condition (see

condition (Cl) in §1) on a and ß. Under the assumption of (Cl) and (C2) on the

coefficients a and ß and with an g0-measurable random variable ¿ on (ß, g, P), we

consider the stochastic differential equation with the boundary condition X, = £ for

z g 9R2+, i.e., we consider the stochastic differential system

(0.1)        X(z) = X(0) + f   a($, X) dBt + [   ß($, X) d$    for z g R2+,
JR. JR.

(0.2) X(0) = l

The main result of this paper is that when E[£6] < oo, the stochastic differential

system has a weak solution.

A particular case of the stochastic differential equation (0.1), namely the Markovian

type,

(0.3)       X(z) = X(0)+(   a{X{$))dB;+(   ¿(*(f))#    forzGR2+,
JR. JR:

where the coefficients a and b are real valued functions on R, has been treated by C.

Tudor [14]. He showed the existence of a weak solution of (0.3) under the assump-

tion that a is continuous and satisfies the boundedness condition 0 < C, < a2(x) <

C2 for x g R and b is measurable and bounded.

In treating (0.1), we adopt the approach in Watanabe [16] for stochastic differen-

tial equations in one-parameter with continuous coefficients. The contents of the
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present paper are as follows. In §1 we give the definitions that are needed in the

paper. In Theorem 2.2 in §2 we show that the stochastic differential system (0.1) and

(0.2) has a solution when the coefficients a and ß in (0.1) are step functions in

z g R2+ satisfying the order of growth condition (C2) in §1 and the random variable

£ in (0.2) has E[£2] < oo. When a and ß are continuous on R2+x W they can be

approximated by sequences of step functions a, and ßh I = 1,2,..., which inherit

the order of growth condition from a and ß. The stochastic differential system (0.1)

and (0.2), with a, and ß, as coefficients, then has a solution X, for / = 1,2,_

Proposition 3.1 in §3 states that the moments of X„ I■— 1,2,..., are uniformly

bounded. Specifically, for every n = 2 or n > 4 and T > 0 there exists a constant

C„ T > 1 such that

(0.4) E[|X/(z)|"]^{l+E[jH"]}e2C—-1

for z = (j, /) < (T, T) and / = 1,2,_The estimate (0.4) is an extension of the

estimate due to J. Reid [11] for a single solution. By means of (0.4) we show in

Proposition 3.2 that if E[£6] < oo, then X,,t = 1,2,..., satisfy a uniform Kolmogorov

condition in the sense that for every T > 0 there exists rr > 0 such that

(0.5) E \X,{z) - X,(z')\6   ^TTd(z,z')3

for all z, z' < (T, T) and / = 1,2,..., where d is the Euclidean metric on R2+.

The condition (0.5) implies that for some subsequence l(k), k = 1,2,...,  of

/ = 1,2.there exist continuous 2-parameter stochastic processes X£, k = 1,2,...,

and A'* on some probability space satisfying the conditions that X* and Xl(k) have

the same probability distribution and that Xf converges a.s. to X* in the topology

on W of uniform convergence on every bounded subset of R2+. Let {g,»,., z G R2+}

be the standard filtration associated with X*. In Theorem 4.1 in §4 we show that

under the conditions (Cl) and (C2) on a and ß the 2-parameter stochastic process

M * defined by

(0.6) M*(z) = X*(z) - X*(Q) - f   ß(C,X*)dC    for z G R2,
R:

is a continuous, square integrable, {g,^ ,}-strong martingale and furthermore a

2-parameter increasing process ( M * ) associated with M * is given by

(0.7) (M*)(z)=f   cx(Ç,X*)2dÇ    forzGR2+
JR:

so that there exists an extension of the probability space on which X* is based, with

a 2-parameter Brownian motion B* on it satisfying

(0.8)    X*(z) = X*(Q) + f   a(Ç,X*)dB? + [   ß(C, X*) dÇ   forzGR2+
JR. JRr

with X*(0) having the same probability distribution as £.

Equations in this paper, except for those in a proof, will be numbered as (w, n)

with m indicating the section in which the equation appears. Equations in a proof

will be numbered simply as («).
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1. Definitions and notation. For the definitions of an equipped probability space

(ß, g, P; g;, z g R2+), or briefly (ß, g, P; gz), and the sub-a-fields gz = g,. and

g2 = g ( of g for z = (s, t) g R2+, we refer to [18, Definition 1.1]. We write

2Jc(g.), 90? "Xg,) and 3Ri(g2) respectively for the linear spaces of equivalence

classes of martingales M with 9 M = 0, weak martingales M with dM = 0 and strong

martingales with respect to {g7} in the sense of R. Cairoli and J. B. Walsh [2]. A

superscript 2 added to 90? will signify the subspace of square integrable members and

the subscript c will signify the subspace of continuous ones. For the definition of the

linear spaces C (gz), p g[1,qo), of equivalence classes of 2-parameter stochastic

processes, see [18, Definition 2.4]. Similarly we define C0O(gz) to be the linear space

of equivalence classes of measurable {g.}-adapted stochastic processes i> on

(ß, g, P; gz) such that for every T > 0 there exists CT > 0 satisfying

|$(z)|<Cr   for all z < (T, T) a.s.

For a 2-parameter stochastic process X on a complete probability measure space

(ß, g, P), let 9Î be the collection of the null sets and define

®x,z = a{X(n, S<z)>       §XtZ = o(®x,2 U 31),

(1-0) 3fjrfl = fl ®xu+*,,+*)   for every z = (s, t) g R2+.
<f>0

{g % ,, z g R2+} will be called the standard filtration associated with X.

Definition 1.1. By an (g,}-Brownian motion we mean a 2-parameter stochastic

process B on an equipped probability space (ß, g, P; gz) such that:

Io. B is (g7}-adapted,

2°. every sample function of B is a continuous function on R2+,

3°. B((z, z']) is distributed by N(0, (s' - s)(t' - t)) for every z = (s, t) and

z' = (j\ r') such that z < z',

4°. B((z, z']) and a(g. U g2) are independent for every z and z' such that

z < z'.   a

Remark 1.2. Consider the Wiener space (W, 93(W), mw), where W is the space

of all continuous real valued functions on R2+, 93(W) is the a-field of subsets of W

generated by the cylinder sets in W and mw is the Wiener measure on 93(W),

concentrated on the elements of W which vanish on 9R2+, having the value

-1/2

!(*,-•,-,   in(0-0-1mw{C)

XI     (mn) I      exp

*     m      n

-jLL {U-s,-i)(o-0-i)}
= 1 7=1

X(",,y- »1-lJ- U,,j-l + Ui-l,j-l}

with u0 j = m, 0 = 0 for the cylinder set C in W given by

C = {w g W;w(s,;tj) g E¡jfoii = l,2,...,m,; = 1,2,...,«}

where 0 = s0 < ^ < • • •  < sm, 0 = t0 < tx < ■ ■ •  < t„ and Et , g 93(R).

dux j ■ ■ ■ du m,n
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The space W is a complete separable metric space with respect to the metric p w

defined by

I 1
Pw(wnwi) =  L 2~\      max      |w,(s, i) - w2(5,r)| A 1}

for w,,w2 g W. Furthermore 93 (IF) is equal to the a-algebra of the Borel sets in the

metric topology generated by pw.

If we define a 2-parameter stochastic process B on the probability space

(W,^{W),mw)by

B(z,w) = w{z)    for(z,w) G R2+x W,

then its probability distribution is m w.

Let g^/be the completion of 93 (IF) with respect to mw and let {gB,z, z g R2+} be

the standard filtration associated with B on the complete probability measure space

(W, g^, mw) as defined by (1.0). Then (W, g^, mw\ gB z) is an equipped proba-

bility space and B is an {g B , }-Brownian motion with 95 = 0 on it.    D

For the class M(R2+X W ) of functions to which the coefficients a and ß of

stochastic differential equation (0.1) belong, see [18, Definition 3.2].

Remark 1.3. If a is a measurable transformation of (R, 93 (R)) into (R, 93(R)),

then a defined by a(z,w) = a(w(z)) for (z, w) G R2+x W belongs to the class

M(R2+X W). (This is the type of coefficients in the stochastic differential equation

(0.3).)   D
Remark 1.4. Let a g M(R2+X W). Then for each fixed z g R2+

a(z, w(- A z)) = a(z, w)    for every w g W.

In particular for every wx, w2 g W,

wi(0 = w2(0    for allf < z => a(z,W!) = a(a,w2).    D

Proof. With z g R2+ fixed, consider the random vector [w(f ), f < z], w g IF, on

the measurable space (W, 23(IF)). Let (R10**1, 93[0zl) be the product measurable

space ni<r(Rf, 93(Rf)). Since a(z, •) is a measurable transformation oí (W, 93Z(IF))

into (R, 93(R)) and since 93Z(W) is the sub-a-field of 93(W) generated by the

random vector [w(f ), f < z], w g W, there exists a measurable transformation <p of

(Rl°-*I, 9310""1) into (R, 33(R)) such that

a(z,w) = <p([w(£),?<*])    for w G IF.

Then

a(z,w(-Az)) = ç>([W(£ Az),U:])

*»(MfKf <*]).-«C*..*)    forwGlF.    D

Definition 1.5. Let a, ß g M(R2+X IF). By a solution of the stochastic differen-

tial equation

(1.1)        X(z) = X(0)+f   a(Ç,X)dBt + j   ß($,X)d£   for z g R2+
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we mean a pair of 2-parameter stochastic processes (X, B) on some equipped

probability space (ß, g, P; g.) satisfying the following conditions:

Io. B is an {gz }-Brownian motion with dB = 0,

2°. X is an {g.}-adapted process whose sample functions are all continuous on

R2+.

3°. the two 2-parameter stochastic processes $ and ^ on (ß, g, P) defined by

(1.2) $(z,w) = a(z, *(-,«))    for(z,w) g R2+x ß,

(1.3) ¥(z,w) = j8(z, X(-,u))    for(z,w) g R2+x ß

are in i]2(gz) and &i(gz) respectively,

4°. with probability 1, (1.1) holds for all z g R2+.    d

Consider the following continuity condition (Cl) and order of growth condition

(C2) on our a, ß g M(R2+ x IF):

(Cl) a and ß are jointly continuous in z and w.

(C2) There exists a Borel measure À on R2+ which is finite for every compact subset

of R2+ and satisfies the condition that for every T > 0 there exists LT > 0 such that

(1.4) a(z,w)2 + ß(z,w)2^LTlf   wa)2A(¿0 + "(z)2 + lj

for all z < (T,T) and w g IF. Let us write for brevity

(1.5) AT=X([0,T]x[0,T]).

The objective of this article is to show that if a and ß satisfy (Cl) and (C2), then

(1.1) has a solution.

For the collection L2(g.) of 2-parameter stochastic processes, see [18, Definition

3.9].

Remark 1.6. Let a, ß g M(R2+x W) and let X be an {gz}-adapted 2-parameter

stochastic process on an equipped probability space (ß, g, P; g,) whose sample

functions are all continuous on R2+. Then O and ^ defined by (1.2) and (1.3) are

{ g. {-adapted measurable processes on (ß, g, P; gz). If in addition a and ß satisfy

the order of growth condition (C2) and Xis in L'2(gz), then 3>, ̂  g 22(gz).    D

2. Solution of the stochastic differential equation with stepwise coefficients.

Definition 2.1.  Let M0(R2+X IF) be the collection of all a g M(R2+x IF)

satisfying the additional condition that there exist 0 = s0 < sx < • • • with lim^^s,

= oo and 0 = t0 < tY < ■ ■ ■  with lim,_>xtj = oo such that with z,j = (s,, tj) for

i, j = 0,1,2,...,   we have a(z,w)= a{z¡ j,w) for z G \z¡j, zi+1 J+1) for /', j =

0,1,2,..., andw G IF.    D

The following theorem is a modification of the standard one-parameter proof. See

C. Doléans-Dade and P. A. Meyer [4], J. Jacod and J. Memin [7] or S. Watanabe

[16].

Theorem 2.2. Let (ß, g, P; g.) be an equipped probability space on which an

{g. }-Brownian motion B with dB = 0 exists. Let a, ß g M0(R2+X IF) and assume

that a and ß satisfy the order of growth condition (C2)  in §1.   Then for every
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rt0-measurable random variable £ on (ß, g, P) with E[£2] < oo there exists a 2-

parameter stochastic process X on (ß, g, P) such that

(2.1) A-GL2(gz),

(2.2) *(0) = Í

a«i/ ( JC 5) « a solution of the stochastic differential equation (1.1), ¿.e.,

(2.3) *(z) = X(0)+ /"   a{$,X)dB;+(   ß(£, X) d$   for z G R2+.    D

Proof. Let us define a 2-parameter stochastic process X00 on (ß, g, P) by setting

(1) X00(z,w) = £(«)    for(z,w) g R2+x ß.

Note that X00 g L'2(gz) trivially.

Next, let us define a 2-parameter stochastic process Xx x on (ß, g, P) by setting

(2)

í*o.o(0) + J   «(0, *0.o) ̂ f + f   ß(0, *o.o) dl    forz G R
X11(z)=/ V- '*,

\xil(zAzll) forz G R2+-äZij,

where the two stochastic integrals exist according to Remark 1.6 since X00 G L2(gz).

Our X1A has the following properties:

'Xul(z A z14) = *u(z)     forz G R2+- i?Zii,

^iSLjigJ,
^i.i(o) = e,
A'! j satisfies (2.3) on /?,   .

(3)

The first and the third property in (3) are obvious from (2). For the left side of (2)

for z g R:   we have by (1.4) and (1.5)

sup   E[*M(z)2] <32{E[£2] +(1+V1)V1¿o{(A0+1)eU2] +1}} <oo.

This, together with the way Xlx is defined on R2+- R, by (2), implies that

^í.i e L2(gz). Then according to Remark 1.6, the stochastic integrals

jR a(f, Xxl) dB; and JR /S(f, Xxl) dÇ exist for z g R2+. It remains to show that Xlx

satisfies (2.3) on Rz¡¡. Recalling XU1(0) = Xoo(0) we have by Remark 1.4 and then

by Definition 2.1,

/ «(0, X0ß) = «(0, Xu) = a(ï, X1JL) j

(4) {ß(o,x0ß) = ß(o,xul) = ß(!,xhl)   for^[°-u).

Then from (2) and (4) we have

X,l(z) = Xll(0)+f   a{UXxl)dB;+(   ß{$,Xlx)dS   forzGtfZii,
^7 R Z

i.e., A"u satisfies (2.3) on R,  . This completes the verification of (3).
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Next, suppose that for some (/, j) there exists a 2-parameter stochastic process

X¡j on (ß, g, P) with the following properties:

f X,j (z A z,j ) = Xu ( z )     for z G R2+ - R2j,

(5)
^eL'2(3;),

» xu(o) = €,
*W satisfies (2.3) onÄ,

We proceed to show that under the assumption of existence of such X¡, there exists

a 2-parameter stochastic process X¡+1 ¡ on (ß, g, P) such that

(Xi+lJz) = XiJ(z) forze/^.,

*,+1.,(* A zmJ = Xl + lJz)     forz G R2+- Ä?j+iy,

*/+WeL2(gz),
(6)

satisfies (2.3) on R,

To construct such a process A,+1 , let us define Xi+l ¡ on Rz   and on R2+

the first and the second equality in (6) respectively and set

R, by

(7) Xi+1,j(z) = Xtjis,, t)+ ( a(s„ v, X,j) dB;

+ f ß{s„ v, Xu) d¡
J[s,,s)X[0.t]

for z = (s, t) € [s¡, si+1] X [0, tj] and ? = (w, »)<z. The fact that Ar, + ly thus

defined is in L2(gz) can be verified in the same way as we did for XXi above by

using the assumption in (5) that X¡, is in L2(gz) and by (1.4). To verify that Xj + lj

satisfies (2.3) on R,     , observe first that by (7),

(8) Xi+lJ(si,t) = X,Js,,t)    forte [0,tj].

By the first equality in (6) and by Remark 1.4,

a{z,Xl + lJ) = a(z,XiJ    and    ß(z, Xl + lj) = ß(z, X,J    forz G Rzy

These equalities and the assumption that X¡, ■ satisfies (2.3) on Rz imply that Xi+lj

too satisfies (2.3) on Rz  . Next, consider z = (s, t) g [s¡, si+l] X [0, tj]. Let us write

(9) Xl+1J(z) - XI+UJ(0) = { Xl+1Jz) - Xl+lJs„ t)}

+ {Xl + Uj(s„t)-Xi+1JO)}.

Now since Xi+lJ satisfies (2.3) on R,   we have

(10) Xl + Uj(sl,t)-Xi + lj(0)=f     a{$,Xi + 1J)dB{

+ /    j8($\ */+w) #   for/e[o,ry].
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On the other hand from (8) and (7) we have for z = (s, t) g [s:, si+1] X [0, f •] and

f = (h, v) «S z,

(11) X,+ Uj(z) - Xl+lJ(s„ t) = Xl+Uj(z) - X,j(sf, t)

= f a(S¡, v, X¡ .) dB; + f ß(s„ v, X, ,) dl
J[s¡, .v]x[0. /] •/[j,-.ï]x[0,r]

The fact that Xi+1 . = X¡, on /?,   implies according to Remark 1.4

(12) a{s„ v, X, j) = a(i„ v, X, + lj)

= a{u,v,Xi+1\j)   for («»»)e [s„sI+1) x[0, /J.

By (12) and a similar expression for ß we can rewrite (11) as

(13) X, + l,j(z) - K+tj('n 0 = / «(f, *, + i,y) d»f

Jf.'[^.ílXfO.f]

for z = (i, i) g [s¡, sl + l] X [0, tj] and f = («, v) < z. Using (10) and (13) in (9) we

have

Xl+iJz)-X>+lj(0)"J   ot(t,Xi+1J)dB.

+ (  ß(S,Xi+1J)d£   Iórí6[i(,i;+1]>cj0,fjj.

Thus Xl+1 j satisfies (2.3) on [s¡, si + l] X [0, tX Since Xi+1 , satisfies (2.3) on R as

we saw above, Xi+lj satisfies (2.3) on Rz . This completes the verification of (6)

for our Xl+lJ.

Similarly under the assumption of the existence of a 2-parameter stochastic

process XUJ on (ß, g, P) having the properties (5) we can show the existence of a

2-parameter stochastic process XiJ+l on (ß, g, P) such that

(14)

(X,,j + 1(z) = XiJ(z) forz g R

Xij+i(* A hj+i) = Xu(z)     forz G R2+- RZi/+¡,

*ij+i.el5(8f,),

satisfies (2.3) on R,\xij+i

Now starting with Xlx constructed by (2) and having the properties (3), we obtain

by using (6) and (14) alternatingly, each step being justified by verification of (5), a

sequence of 2-parameter stochastic processes

■*14» -*2,i» x^,- •■>x„n „_i, Xn n, Xn+ln, Xn + ln + ï,...
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on (ß, g, P) having the properties:

(X¡j(z) = Xpq(z)     forzeÄ.    whenp < /' and q <j,

* *,.,(o) = I,

.X) ■ satisfies (2.3) on Rz   .

Let a 2-parameter stochastic process X on (ß, g, P) be defined by setting X = Xi .

on R. as (;', j) runs through the sequence (1,1), (2,1), (2,2),...,(«, « - 1), («, «),

(n + 1, n), (n + \,n + 1),.... Thus defined, * satisfies (2.2) and (2.3). The fact that

X g L'2(g) follows from the fact that X,, g L2(g.) for (i, j) = (1,1), (2,1), (2,2),

(3,2), (3,3),....   D

3. The uniform Kolmogorov condition for the family of solutions of the approximat-

ing stochastic differential systems with stepwise coefficients. For / = 1,2,..., let [•],

be  a step function on  [0, oo) defined by [s], = i2~' for sg[/2-', (/'+ l)2_/),

/' = 0,1,2.We write [z], = ([s]„[t],)îor z = (s, t) G R2+. With« g M(R2+X IF),

we define a, g M0(R2+x W) by

(3.1) a,(z,w) = a([z],,w)    for (z, w) g R2+x W.

Let (ß, g, P; gz) be an equipped probability space on which an {gz}-Brownian

motion B with dB = 0 exists. Let a, ß g M(R2+x IF) and assume that a and /?

satisfy the order of growth condition (C2) in §1. For / = 1,2,..., let a, and ßt be

defined by (3.1). Then by Theorem 2.2 for every g0-measurable random variable £

on (ß, g, P) with E[£2] < oo, there exists a 2-parameter stochastic process X, on

(ß, g, P) such that

(3.2) ^eL2(gJ,

(3.3) *,(0)«i,

(3.4) X,(z) = Jf,(0) + (   «,(?, A-,) J5? + /"   /»/(?, Äi) rff
■'/?. JR-

forz g R2+and/= 1,2,....

In order to show that the solutions X, of the stochastic differential systems (3.3)

and (3.4) with stepwise coefficients a¡ and ß, for /= 1,2,... approximating the

coefficients a and ß in (0.1) and (0.2) satisfy the uniform Kolmogorov condition

(0.5), we obtain first uniform estimates (0.4) for the moments of Xh I = 1,2, —

Proposition 3.1. Let a, and ß,, 1=1,2,..., be defined by (3.1) with a, ß g

M(R2+ X W) satisfying the condition (C2) in §1. Let X, be a solution for the differential

system (3.3) and (3.4) for I = 1,2,_Then for every positive integer n = 2 or n > 4

and every T > 0 there exists a constant CnT > 1, independent of I = 1,2,..., such that

(3.5) E[|A-/(z)r]<{l+E[|ê|"]}e2C'-"-l

forz = (s,t)<(T,T)andl= 1,2,....   D
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An estimate of the form (3.5) for a solution X of the stochastic differential system

(0.1) and (0.2) with coefficients a, ß g M(R2+X IF) satisfying (C2) was proved by J.

Reid (see [11, Theorem 4.2]). By modifying his proof the existence of C„ T > 1

satisfying (3.5) for all / = 1,2,... can be shown. The proof for this is lengthy but not

difficult and will not be presented here.

Proposition 3.2. Let X, be as in Proposition 3.1 for I = 1,2,_Assume further

that E[£6] < oo. Then for every T > 0 there exists TT > 0 such that

(3.6) e[|A-,(z) - Xt(z')\6\ < TTd{z, z')3

forz,z' ^(T,T)andl= 1,2,....    D

Proof. Let T > 0 be fixed. For z, z' < (T, T), where z = (s, t) and z' = (s\ t'),

let us introduce the following notations:

ÍSl = í A s\    s2 = s V s',    tl = t A t',    (2 = iV /',

zx = z a z' = (Sl, ij),    z2 = z V z' = (s2, t2),

ai = [slt s2] X[0, t^,   A2 = [0,s1}x[tl,t2],   H3-[s1,32]x[tl,t2].

From (3.3) and (3.4) we have

(2) \xf(z)-x,'(z')\< L{\ikM\ + \JAß,)\},
,=1

where we set

(3)    Ik{a,)=(   a,(lX,)dB;   and   Jk{ß,)=i   ß,(C, X,) dÇ   íork = 1,2,3.

Let // ff, a/N and è/iAr be defined by

(l     when supl^^f, w)| < A'
//JV(z,w)= f<« for(z,w) G R2+X ß

10     otherwise

and

(a,,ff(z,ù>) = IKN(z,<û)a,(z, X,(-,ùs))

\bLN(z,u) = ILN(z,u)ß/(z,Xl(-,lo))

Then by (2) and (3)

for (z,u) g R2+x ß.

(4) |*,(z) - jr,(z')M*2) <   Z {I'aKJI + K(¿/.JI},
A = l

where we set

(5) Ik(aLN)=f   aLN{$)dB;   and   Jk{bIN)=¡   bIN{Ç)dÇ    for* = 1,2,3.

Thus

(6) E¡|A'/(z)-A-/(z')r//,;v(z2)]<66¿ {£[/,(«,,J6]+EU(^)6]}-
Ar-1
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Now if 4> g ß^g.), z, z0 g R2+, A = [z0, z0 + z] and t is a translation in R2+ by

z0, i.e., r(f ) = z0 + f for ? G R2+, then

(7) i Hï)dBl ^ymL(A)2E /   , *(T(f))6*
^-'(A)

where y > 0 is an absolute constant and m¡ is the Lebesgue measure on R2+. (See

Theorem 2.1 in Guyon and Prum [5].) If we define three translations tx, t2 and t3 in

R+ by Tl(£) = (sj + u, v), t2(0 = («, ij + t>) and t3(£) = (*, + w, ̂  + i>) for f =

(m, v) g R2+ with Tj-^Aj) = [0, s2 - sx] X [0, tx\, t2_1(A2) = [0, s,] X [0, f2 - tx\ and

t3~ L(A3) = [0, s2 - sx\ x [0, t2 - tx], then by (7) we have

(8) fefokKw)6] <ymt(Aft)aE /        a/(T,(0,X)6^

for fc = 1,2, 3. Regarding E[7A(è/iAf)6], we have by Holder's inequality

Í )1/6

jf ft,.wa)*<«I.(A/t)5/6u wo6««-)

and therefore by the translation invariance of wL and then by the definition of b, N

(9) E[jk(bl¡N)6]^mL(Ak)5E f ß,(rk(j;), X,)6dS

for k = 1,2,3. Using (8) and (9) in (6), letting n —> oo on the left side of (6) and

recalling \imN^xI/ N(z2) = 1 by the continuity of the sample functions of X¡, we

have

(10) e[\X,(z) - X,{z')\b\ < 66 £ mL(Ak)2{y + mL(Akf)
k-\

xf E[al(rk(!;),Xl)' + ßl(rk(S),Xl)i\dt.

For f g Tt- '(AJ, we have rk(Ç ) g Aa c [0, T] X [0, T]. Therefore by (3.1) and (1.4)

we have

(11)

atrMlX.f + ß^iaX,)6

< {0,(^(0, JO)2+ jí/(T4(n,Jr,)a}3

<L37.(i + A-/([TA(n],)2+/       A,(n2A(^)
l •'[0. r]x[o, r]

for f g T^" '(A/.). In expanding the cubic power in the last member of (11) we obtain

finitely many terms, the expectation of each of which is bounded by a positive

number which depends only on T, LT, AT in (1.4) and (1.5), E[£6], C2T, C4T and
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C6 T in Proposition 3.1. Let us show the calculation for just one term as an example.

Thus for instance

*,(ktf)],)2 / x,(tf\(ds)

E */(k(0]tff   4 x,(i-')2x,{r)\\ x x) (dir, r))
J{0, T]4

- i    e[*/([M0],fx,{i'fx,{rf\{x x a)(d(r,r))
•'[o, r]4

</   4E[^([T,(n]/)6]1/3E[A/(r)6]1/3E[x/(r')T/3(xxx)(i/(r,r'))
•'[0. T]4

< [{l + E[£6]}exp(2C6,rr2)-l]A2r

by (3.5) in Proposition 3.1. Similar estimates hold for the other terms in the

expansion of the cubic power in (11). Therefore there exists a positive number KT

depending only on T, LT, AT, E[£6], C2T, C4 rand C6 rsuch that

(12) K[at(rk(S), X,)6 + ß,(rk{0, X,)6] « KT   tor{erk\^k).

Using (12) in (10) we have

*,(*) - ^(z')|6] « 66KT I mL(Ak)2{y + mL(Ak)3}mL(rkl(Ak))E
A = l

3

< 66KT(y + Tb) £ mL{Aky    forz.z' < (T, T) and / - 1,2,....
A-i

From (1)

and

and thus

Therefore

mL{Axf - (s2 - srftf,        mL{A2f = s¡{t2 - txf

,XA3f = (s2-sx)\t2-tx)\

m
,21 V2,

= T3d(z,z')3   fork -1,2,3.

X,(z) - X,{z')\    <TTd(z,z'y   forz,z'< (7\r)and/= 1,2,...,

where TT = 3 • 66T3KT(y + Tb). This completes the proof of (3.6).    D
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4. The existence theorem for solutions to the stochastic differential equations with

continuous coefficients. Suppose a sequence Yh I = 1,2,..., of continuous 2-param-

eter stochastic processes on a probability space (ß, g, P) satisfies the following

conditions:

there exist y > 0 and M > 0 such that

E[|r/(0)|T] < M   for/= 1,2,...,

there exist a > 0, ß > 0 and MT > 0 for T = 1,2,... such

(4.2) thatE[|y,(z)- y,(z')n < Mr¿(z, z')2+"for/ = 1,2,... and

z, z' < (T, 7).

Let Py' be the probability distribution of Y, on (IF, 93(IF)) for /= 1,2,.... The

conditions (4.1) and (4.2) imply that the set {PY', I = 1,2,...} in the space 93(IF) of

all probability measures on (IF, 93(IF)) is tight. Let 93(IF) be metrized by the

Prohorov metric so that a sequence in 93(IF) converges to an element Q in 93(IF) if

and only if the sequence converges weakly to Q. Since (W,pw) is a complete

separable metric space, the tightness of {P Y>, I = 1,2,...} is equivalent to its relative

compactness in 93(IF). Therefore there exists Q G 93(IF) such that

v     weak
pr,m -► Q    àSk -» oo

for some subsequence l(k), k = 1,2,... of / = 1,2,_The statements above are

extensions to 2-parameter stochastic processes of analogous statements for 1-param-

eter stochastic processes which are proved for instance in N. Ikeda and S. Watanabe

[6]. We note that the power of the Euclidean metric on the right side of the condition

(4.2) is 1 + ß, ß > 0, for 1-parameter stochastic processes.

Theorem 4.1. Let a, ß e M(R2+x W) and assume that a and ß satisfy the

continuity and order of growth conditions (Cl) and (C2) in §1. Let fi be a probability

measure on (R, 93(R)) with /R x6¡j.(dx) < oo. Then the stochastic differential equation

(1.1) has a solution ( X, B) in which X(0) has ju. as its probability distribution.    D

Proof. Let (IF, g^, mw\ gBz) be the equipped probability space with the

{ gB z}-Brownian motion B with dB = 0 on it as constructed in Remark 1.2. Let |

be an gB0-measurable random variable on (W, g^,, mw) whose probability distri-

bution on (R, 93 (R)) is jti. For / = 1,2,..., let A-, be 2-parameter stochastic processes

on (W, %w,mw) satisfying (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) with our £, where a, and ßt are

defined by (3.1) with our a and ß. The collection {X„ I = 1,2,...} satisfies (4.1) and

(4.2) by (3.3) and Proposition 3.2 respectively. Then for the probability distributions

mfy of X, on (IF, 93(IF)), /= 1,2,..., there exists a probability measure Q on

(IF, 93(IF)) such that

weak
(1) m#<*> -> g    as£ -> oo

for some subsequence l(k), k = 1,2,... of / = 1,2, —

Now a continuous 2-parameter stochastic process on the probability space

(IF, i^w,mw) such as our X: is a measurable transformation of (IF, g^) into
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(IF, 93(IF)), i.e., it is a IF-valued random variable on (IF, g^). Since (IF, pw) is a

complete separable metric space, (1) implies according to A. V. Skorokhod [12] that

there exist continuous 2-parameter stochastic processes Xk*, k = 1,2,..., and X* on

some probability space (ß, g, P) satisfying the conditions

(2) Px* = m^    fork = 1,2,...,

where Px? is the probability distribution of Xk* on (IF, 93(IF)), and

(3) lim Xk*{-,u) = X*(-,u)   in(JF, p„,)fora.e. win(ß, g,P).
A —* oo

(i) Let us define Ml(k) g 9W2-'(gB z) for k = 1,2,... by

(4) Ml(k)(z)=(   aHk)(l Xl(k)) dB;.
JR,

By (4) and (3.4) we have

(5) MHk)(z) = Xl(k)(z) - Xnk)(0) - j   ßl(k)(l Xm) di.
JR.

Let us define a continuous 2-parameter stochastic process M* on (ß, g, P) by

(6) Mk*(z) = X*(z) - X*(0) - f   ßl(k)(l X*) dl
R¡

Let { g^. ,} be the standard filtration on (ß, g, P) associated with Xk* as in (1.0)

for k = 1,2,— Now Mk* is (g¿ z}-adapted, continuous, and square integrable,

with dMk* = 0, since the same is true of Ml(k). To show that it is an {g¿ z}-strong

martingale, we need only verify

(7) E
(-i

= 0

whenever f < z, each /, is a bounded, continuous, real valued function on R, and

Ç < l for /' = 1,2,...,«. But (7) is true, since it holds with Ml(k) replacing Mk*, and

the left side of (7) depends only on the law of Xk*. Similarly

(8) Mf=\   am(S, Xffdi   forzGR2+
R=

is an { g¿ . }-martingale and therefore

(9) (M*)(z)=f   am($, Xj?)2dS    forzGR2+.
R-

(ii) Let { g^ .} be the standard filtration on (ß, g, P) associated with X*. Define

an { g^ z }-adapted, continuous process M * with dM* = 0 on (ß, g, P) by setting

(10) M*(z) = X*(z) - X*(0) - f   ß($,X*)dC   forzGR2+.
R.-

To show that M * is a square integrable {gMií }-strong martingale, let us show first

(11) lim Mk*(z) = M*(z)    for all z G R2, a.s.
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and

(12) sup E[ Mk*{z)6] < oo    for z G R2+.

Now since [-]/(A) converges uniformly to the identity function on [0, oo) and/? is

continuous, we have from (3.1) and (3)

lim ß/(k)(z, Xk) = ß(z, X*)    uniformly in z g Rtt   a.s.
A —* oo

for every T > 0. Therefore

(13) lim   f   ßnk){l Xk*)d$=[   ß(lX*)dC   a.s.
A--»oo   JR. JR.

From (5), (6), (3) and (13) we have (11). To prove (12) note that from (6)

(14)       E[M*{z)6\ < 36E Xk*(z)6 + Xk*(0)6+lj   ßnk)(l Xk*) dï

For the first two terms on the right side of (14) we have by (2), (3.3) and (3.5)

(15) e[a7(z)6] + e[a-(0)6] < 2{1 + E[£6]}exp(2C6,r*0

for z = (s, t) < (T, T) and k = 1,2,_For the third term on the right side of (14)

we have by applying Holder's inequality with indices p — 6 and q = f

(16)

/ ßlw{t,xt)dx\   <{stfj E[ß/ik){ixk*)6}di;

< TnKT   forz = (s, t) < (T, T) and k = 1,2,...

by (12) in the proof of Proposition 3.2. By (14), (15) and (16) we have (12).

Now (12) implies the uniform integrability of {M*(z)2, k = 1,2,...}. Then by

(11), Mk*(z)2 converges in Ü(ü, g, P) to M*(z)2 and in particular

e[m*(z)2] =   lim  EfM^z)2] < oo
A -* oo

by (12), proving the square integrability of M *.

To show that M * is an { g^ z }-strong martingale, it remains to verify

(17) M*((lz])Uf,(x*(D)
/ = i

0.

where I z, f and I are as in (7). Now the integrand in (7) converges a.s. to that in

(17) by (3) and (11). Also

sup E
A

Mk*((iz])6nfk(xm)'
;=1

sup  n/,(*)6 {suPE[M,*(a,z])6]}<0o
.veR   Í-1 / v    k '

by (12) so that the integrands in (7) for k = 1,2,...   are uniformly integrable.

Therefore by letting k -> oo in (7) we obtain (17).
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For the continuous, square integrable, {g^ ,}-strong martingale M*, consider

(18) M*(z)2=f   a(lX*)2dÇ    forzGR2+.
R,

From (13) with ß replaced by a, (11) and the fact that (8) is an {gk2)-martingale

follows that (18) is an (gcoz}-martingale by the same sort of argument as in

showing that M* is an { g^ z }-strong martingale. By (18) we then have

(19) (M*){z)=f   a(lX*)2dÇ    forzGR2+.
R,

(iii) Now that (19) holds, there is an extension of the probability space (ß, g, P)

on which X* is based, with a Brownian motion B* thereon, so that

M*(z)=f   a(lX*)dB£    forzGR2,,
JR.

and hence by (10)

X*(z) = X*{0)+ f   a{lX*)dBf+(   ß{lX*)d$   forzGR2+,
JR. JR,

as required.    D
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